Unstable Dorsal Proximal Interphalangeal Joint Fracture-Dislocations Treated With Extension-Block Pinning
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The proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint plays a crucial role in hand function, accounting for an estimated 85% of the motion required to grasp an object. The anatomy and biomechanics of the PIP joint, however, make it particularly prone to injury. Dorsal PIP fracture-dislocations represent a subset of PIP injuries that often require surgical intervention. The stability of these fracture-dislocations largely depends on the extent of articular involvement of the base of the middle phalanx. Fractures that involve less than 30% of the joint surface typically remain stable after reduction. In cases in which involvement ranges from 30% to 50%, PIP joint stability is more tenuous, and more joint flexion is required to maintain concentric reduction. Fractures that involve more than 50% of the articular surface are unstable and require operative intervention. Fractures that require more than 30° of flexion for reduction maintenance are generally considered unstable and may benefit from surgical intervention.

The goals of treatment for this injury are to restore a stable, concentrically reduced joint and initiate early joint mobilization to prevent stiffness, pain, recurrent instability, and posttraumatic arthritis. Numerous surgical interventions for unstable PIP fracture-dislocations have been proposed, including open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF), extension-block pinning (EBP), dynamic external fixation, volar plate arthroplasty, and hemi-hamate resurfacing arthroplasty. Many of these techniques can be technically demanding and may require prolonged immobilization. EBP can be performed easily and efficiently and allows for early joint motion.

Extension-block pinning—placing a Kirschner wire (K-wire) into the head of the proximal phalanx at an angle that blocks PIP extension and prevents joint subluxation—was first described by Sugawa and colleagues in 1979. In a study by Inoue and Tamura, patients treated with EBP had a mean PIP range of motion (ROM) of 94° at a mean follow-up of 14 months. In a series of 3 case reports, Viegas noted an inverse relationship between extent of articular surface involvement and postoperative ROM in patients treated with EBP.

We conducted a study to expand on previous research on pain, function, and satisfaction outcomes in addition to ROM. We hypothesized that percutaneous EBP is an effective treatment for unstable dorsal PIP fracture-
dislocations and has efficacy similar to that of more complex and technically demanding methods of treatment.

**Materials and Methods**

We retrospectively reviewed patient charts to identify candidates for this study. Inclusion criteria were unstable dorsal PIP fracture-dislocations treated with EBP and minimum 4-month follow-up. (Fracture-dislocations were deemed unstable if they involved at least 30% of the articular surface or required more than 30° of flexion for reduction maintenance.) Exclusion criteria were open injury, neurovascular or tendon injury, or any prior injury to the PIP joint.

Twelve patients (5 females, 7 males) treated over a 4-year period (2002–2006) met the inclusion criteria. Mean age was 30 years (range, 15-64 years). Each surgery was performed by Dr. Hagberg or Dr. Balk. Half the cases involved the dominant hand. Two small fingers, 4 ring fingers, 2 long fingers, and 4 index fingers were injured. The injuries were sustained in an all-terrain vehicle accident (n = 1), in falls (n = 2), while swimming (n = 1), or while playing softball (n = 3), football (n = 4), or soccer (n = 1). Mean time from injury to surgery was 7.5 days (range, 4-27 days). Extent of articular surface involvement of the base of the fractured middle phalanx was calculated using preoperatively obtained lateral radiographs.

Surgical intervention was performed in a reproducible fashion. All patients were treated with closed reduction of the PIP joint under fluoroscopic guidance. Before pinning, joint stability was assessed fluoroscopically both at rest and through an arc of motion. A single smooth 0.045-in K-wire was then inserted percutaneously into the distal and dorsal aspects of the proximal phalanx in retrograde fashion. During wire insertion, the distal interphalangeal joint was flexed to relax the intrinsic mechanism, and the central slip tendon was pierced just proximal to its insertion. We have not noted significant adhesion formation about the central slip with this technique, likely because of limited tendon excursion in this location. Stable joint reduction was confirmed with fluoroscopy. No attempt was made to reduce the intra-articular fracture at the base of the middle phalanx.

A therapy program was initiated 2 to 9 days after surgery. At the first postoperative visit, patients were allowed to perform active ROM (AROM) with the pin in place. K-wires were removed a mean of 25 days (range, 17-31 days) after surgery. A static dorsal block splint was then applied, and patients were encouraged to remove it several times per day for AROM between 20° and full flexion until 6 weeks after surgery. At that time, formal
occupational therapy was commenced for another 6 weeks. If there was residual flexion contracture of the PIP joint, dynamic extension splinting was initiated after fracture consolidation.

Mean follow-up was 35.5 months (range, 4-94 months). Postoperative anteroposterior and lateral radiographs were used to evaluate maintenance of joint congruity, fracture union, remodeling, and evidence of degenerative changes. At final follow-up, grip strength of injured and contralateral hands was measured with a dynamometer (Jamar; Patterson Medical, Warrenville, Illinois). AROM and passive ROM (PROM) of the PIP joint was documented at follow-up visits. In addition, patients rated their pain on a 0-to-10 visual analog scale (VAS), with 0 representing no pain and 10 representing excruciating pain. Patients also completed a questionnaire assessing satisfaction with surgical outcome. Physical function and disability were assessed with the Quick Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (QuickDASH) questionnaire. Any complications, including the need for further surgeries, were documented. Pearson correlation coefficients and Student t tests (with significance set at $P < .05$) were used to compare outcomes.

**Results**

Radiographic reduction of joint dislocation was achieved and maintained in 11 of the 12 patients at a mean follow-up of 35.5 months (range, 4-94 months). Extent of joint surface involvement, based on preoperative lateral radiographs, averaged 43% (range, 25%-75%). Although no direct articular reduction was performed, remodeling of the joint surface was consistently noted at follow-up (**Figure 2**). Mild radiographic degenerative changes were noted at final follow-up in 4 patients, and moderate changes were noted in 1 patient. Radiographic union was achieved in all cases, and no pin-tract infections were noted.

Mean AROM of the PIP joint at final follow-up was $84^\circ$ (range, $50^\circ$-$110^\circ$), with patients lacking a mean of $7^\circ$ of full extension and achieving mean flexion of $91^\circ$. Mean PROM was $93^\circ$ (range, $75^\circ$-$110^\circ$). There was no correlation between extent of articular surface involvement and ROM. Furthermore, no correlation was found between time from injury to surgery and ROM. Patients regained full grip strength in the operative hand. At final follow-up, mean grip strength was 79.4 pounds in the operative hand and 79.6 pounds in the contralateral hand, demonstrating equal grip strengths bilaterally.

Patients overall had very low levels of pain; mean VAS score was 0.64 (range, 0-3). Mean QuickDASH score was 5.7 (range, 0-30), suggesting minimal functional impairment. One patient developed a malunion of the middle phalanx fracture resulting in a rotational deformity and required corrective osteotomy. This patient’s VAS score (3) and QuickDASH score (30) were significantly higher than those of the other patients in the study. No other
complications were noted by final follow-up.

A higher level of patient satisfaction was found to be directly related to length of follow-up ($P < .05$). Satisfaction was inversely related to higher VAS score ($P < .05$) and higher QuickDASH score ($P < .001$). Pain at work correlated with lower satisfaction level ($P < .05$). There was no correlation between patient satisfaction and AROM or PROM.

**Discussion**

The results of this study demonstrate the efficacy of EBP in the treatment of dorsal PIP joint fracture-dislocations. EBP maintained joint dislocation reduction and allowed for early mobilization, which resulted in good ROM, minimal pain, and good functional outcomes. Of note, postoperative patient satisfaction correlated with pain but not with ROM. It is possible that EBP yielded sufficient functional ROM in all patients such that improvement beyond this threshold did not lead to further improvement in satisfaction. Hume and colleagues$^{23}$ found that mean PIP joint flexion of 60° is needed for activities of daily living. As mean PIP active flexion was 91° (range, 70°-105°) in the present study, it is possible that satisfaction did not correlate with ROM, as all 12 patients achieved active flexion of more than 60°. Despite the lack of correlation between ROM and satisfaction, early PIP joint mobilization is likely a key contributor to positive outcomes because of its significant role in cartilage healing.$^{24}$

Postoperative ROM in the present study is consistent with that in other reports of patients with PIP joint fracture-dislocations treated with EBP.$^{11,12,22}$ In a study by Inoue and Tamura,$^{11}$ 14 such patients had mean PIP ROM of 94° at a mean follow-up of 14 months. Viegas$^{22}$ followed a series of 3 patients for a mean of 7 weeks. At final follow-up, their mean PIP arc of motion was 71°; they lacked 12° of full extension and achieved 83° of flexion. The larger PIP arc of motion (84°) found in the present study may be due to our significantly longer follow-up (35 months). Unlike us, Viegas$^{22}$ noted an inverse relationship between extent of articular surface involvement and postoperative ROM. Our finding a lack of correlation may be a result of the significant amount of joint remodeling noted on follow-up radiographs.

Studies of transarticular pinning of PIP joints after dorsal PIP fracture-dislocations have reported outcomes similar to ours.$^{25,26}$ Newington and colleagues$^{25}$ evaluated 10 cases of transarticular pinning of the PIP joint and found mean arc of motion of 85° and equal grip strengths between injured and contralateral hands. In a series of 19 patients with PIP fracture-dislocations, Aladin and Davis$^{26}$ noted similar outcomes of transarticular K-wire fixation and ORIF. In both of their treatment groups, however, there was evidence of PIP joint incongruity and subluxation. Of note, PIP arc motion was lower in their study than in ours.

Recent studies have evaluated unstable PIP fracture-dislocations treated with both EBP and percutaneous reduction and pinning with a second K-wire.$^{13,27}$ At a mean follow-up of 18 months, Vitale and colleagues$^{11}$ noted maintenance of concentric fracture reduction, good PIP ROM (mean range, 4°-93°), and low VAS and DASH scores (1.4 and 8, respectively). Waris and Alanen$^{27}$ noted mean PIP AROM of 83° and low VAS and DASH scores (1 and 4, respectively). The EBP technique used in the present study did not involve percutaneous fracture reduction but achieved equally good ROM and VAS and QuickDASH scores.

Clinical outcomes of EBP of PIP joint fracture-dislocations are also comparable to outcomes of more complex treatment methods.$^{8-10,15-19,21,26,28,29}$ Dynamic distraction external fixation has led to equally good ROM (mean AROM, 80°-85°$^{15,16}$ and VAS scores, but with a higher incidence of pin-site infection.$^{14-17}$ ORIF of the intra-articular middle phalanx fracture has the advantage of obtaining a direct anatomical reduction, but clinical outcomes are similar to those in the present study (mean AROM, 70°; 78% pain-free$^9$), and flexion contractures have been noted.$^8$
Furthermore, reduction of the fractured PIP joint articular surface has not been shown to be necessary for good outcomes.\textsuperscript{16,34} This may be explained in part by PIP joint remodeling, which has been routinely observed on long-term follow-up by the senior authors of the present study. Hemi-hamate autografting and volar plate arthroplasty are other options that have had promising results in the treatment of acute and chronic unstable PIP fracture-dislocations.\textsuperscript{18,21} However, the postoperative ROM (mean AROM, 61°-85°\textsuperscript{18,21}), VAS scores, and patient satisfaction (91% very satisfied\textsuperscript{21}) of these operations are similar to those of EBP in the present study and may not justify the longer operative times and technical challenges associated with these techniques.

We believe that our study group’s 1 complication, a malunion that was treated with corrective osteotomy, resulted from lack of appreciation of the degree of injury. The teenaged female patient’s index finger PIP joint had a rotational malalignment that was not appreciated before or during surgery. After pinning and after ROM was restored, the index finger was observed crossing over the middle finger with digital flexion. The patient returned to the operating room for corrective osteotomy.

We recommend that surgeons assess alignment carefully, before and during surgery, when considering this technique. Although complications are rare, the technique is not for patients with rotational malalignment; ORIF may be more suitable in these cases. In addition, though EBP may be appropriate for pilon-type injuries, as it allows for early AROM, our procedure of choice for pilon fracture is dynamic external fixation, which in addition to allowing for AROM provides ligamentotaxis. In the event that a large volar articular fragment extends into the middle phalanx diaphysis, we typically proceed with ORIF through a volar shotgun approach. At our institution, injuries lasting more than 3 months are often treated with volar plate arthroplasty or hemi-hamate resurfacing. Finally, we believe that caution should be exercised when using this technique in patients with more than 50% articular involvement. In the present study, though we used this treatment in cases of up to 75% surface involvement, alternative techniques, such as hemi-hamate resurfacing arthroplasty, may provide a better volar bony buttress and limit the risk for recurrent instability. Despite its relative contraindications, our technique has been appropriate for more than 90% of the acute PIP fracture-dislocations we have seen.

This study expands on prior research by demonstrating good function, satisfaction, and pain outcomes of percutaneous EBP in the treatment of unstable dorsal PIP fracture-dislocations. In addition, this study demonstrated that the efficacy of EBP is similar to that of more complex and technically demanding methods of treatment. Our technique has the advantage of simplicity. It obviates the soft-tissue damage required for ORIF and more complex fixation techniques. Furthermore, use of this simple technique may save time and costs and lead to more reproducible outcomes.

One limitation of this study is its small sample size. It is possible that outcomes may have been different with a larger sample. Furthermore, we did not make a direct comparison with other treatment methods. To better determine the optimal treatment method for this fracture type, future studies should prospectively evaluate outcomes for multiple treatment modalities in a randomized fashion.
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